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Rapid no-wash labeling of PYP-tag proteins with
reactive ﬂuorogenic ligands aﬀords stable
ﬂuorescent protein conjugates for long-term cell
imaging studies†
Naresh Kumar,a Yuichiro Hori,ab Miyako Nishiuraa and Kazuya Kikuchi

*abc

Covalent labeling systems that employ protein-tags or chemical probes to convert proteins into ﬂuorescent
conjugates are powerful tools for carrying out real time imaging and pulse-chase tracking studies that
enable the spatiotemporal role of proteins in complex biological systems to be investigated. In this study,
we have covalently modiﬁed a speciﬁc nucleophilic cysteine residue of the PYP-tag protein with weakly
ﬂuorescent a,b-unsaturated ketone (conjugate addition) and a-halomethyl ketone (SN2 reaction)
acceptors to aﬀord highly ﬂuorescent PYP-tag-dimethylaminocoumarin (DMAC) conjugates, whose
ligands are covalently bound to the PYP-protein through stable thioether linkers. A chloromethylketone
derived DMAC-CMK reagent was found to aﬀord the best kinetic and stability proﬁle for labeling the
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PYP-tag in cellular systems, with in vitro studies demonstrating that PYP-DMAC-CMK conjugates exhibit
excellent photostability and cellular stability proﬁles which enables them to be used for long-term
protein imaging studies in cellular systems. The potential of using this no wash ﬂuorescent labeling PYP-
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tag-DMAC system to visualise dividing cells undergoing mitosis and for imaging a PYP-tag fused
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telomere binding protein bound to chromatin in cell nuclei has been demonstrated.

Introduction
The visualization of the cellular localization and dynamics of an
individual protein is important not only to elucidate its function, but also to gain insight into its spatiotemporal role in
biological processes.1–5 Covalent labeling of a protein with
a protein-tag that is capable of binding to a uorescent chemical probe has been shown to be a very powerful tool to enable
intracellular protein visualisation.6–8 The stable nature of these
covalent constructs is particularly benecial if pulse-chase
analysis or protein traﬃcking studies are required to investigate cellular processes over time.9,10 One labeling approach is to
employ a tagged fusion protein that can bind to a weakly uorescent probe to aﬀord a highly uorescent conjugate.11–19 This
requires that the probe is photostable, exhibits fast labeling
kinetics, demonstrates a good specicity prole for the target
protein and produces a stable uorescent protein–probe
conjugate. Notable examples of this type of approach include
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Halo-tag,12,13 SNAP/CLIP-tag,12,13 TMP-tag,14 or dC10a-tag,15 all of
which have been used to create fusion proteins containing
reactive groups that react selectively with weakly uorescent
probes to aﬀord highly uorescent tagged proteins. These ‘nowash’ labeling systems are convenient, because they employ
probes that only uoresce strongly when bound to their target
protein, thus avoiding the need to wash out excess probe before
carrying out cell visualisation studies.
A non-enzymatic photoactive yellow protein (PYP) tag has
previously been used as a small protein (14 kDa) no-wash tag to
produce uorescently labeled fusion proteins with favourable
imaging properties,18–22 For example, the FAST-tag is a PYP
mutant that binds to hydroxybenzylidene rhodanine derivatives
through a series of non-covalent binding interactions.18 Alternatively, uorogenic probes for covalent labeling of the PYP-tag
have been developed, with a thioester bond used to link the acid
group of a 7-dimethylaminocoumarin (DMAC) ligand to a Cys69
residue in the binding pocket of PYP.20,21 However, the thioester
bonds of these DMAC probes were found to be labile to nucleophilic cleavage by endogenous thiols [e.g. glutathione (GSH)],
which resulted in the cleavage of the DMAC ligand and a corresponding decrease in protein uorescence over time.23
Attempts to address this problem using PYP-tag mutants that
could bind DMAC ligands more eﬀectively were only partially
successful,23 resulting in a gradual decrease in uorescence in
living cells over time (ca. 10% per h). In order to address these
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instability issues, we now report a new PYP-tag-ligand system
that employs a reactive DMAC a-chloromethyl ketone based
ligand that can react with the Cys-69 residue of the PYP-tag to
form a stable thioether bond that is resistant to cleavage in
cellular environments. The increased stability of this new
uorescent PYP-tag-DMAC conjugate system enables its use for
long-term cellular imaging studies, with its potential for real
time monitoring of dynamic cellular processes demonstrated
through visualisation of dividing cells undergoing mitosis and
imaging of a PYP-tag fused telomere binding protein bound to
chromatin in cell nuclei.

Results and discussion
Design of new DMAC ketone ligands for PYP-tag labeling
Our rst attempt to design a PYP-tag-ligand with improved
cellular stability was based on functionalising the PYP-tag with
a DMAC ligand (DMAC-MA) that contained an a,b-unsaturated
ketone group (Fig. 1a, see the ESI for synthesis†). It was anticipated that the nucleophilic thiol group of the Cys69 residue of
PYP would undergo irreversible 1,4-conjugate addition to
DMAC-MA to aﬀord a stable conjugate through the formation of
a stable thioether bond. A second approach was also envisaged
based on the use of DMAC ketone ligands containing reactive ahalo leaving groups that could undergo nucleophilic SN2
displacement by the same Cys69 residue of the PYP-tag (Fig. 1b
and c, see the ESI for syntheses of ligands†). DMAC-HOBt was
designed to contain a hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) residue,
whose use as a leaving group for protein labeling studies was
unprecedented (Fig. 1b), whilst DMAC-FMK, DMAC-CMK and
DMAC-BMK contained more conventional uoride, chloride,
and bromide leaving groups, respectively (Fig. 1c). These types
of polarity sensitive DMAC based ligands are only weakly uorescent in polar aqueous solution; however it was anticipated

Fig. 1 Electrophilic DMAC derivatives react selectively with the
nucleophilic thiol of Cys69 of the PYP-tag to aﬀord PYP-tag-DMAC
conjugates whose DMAC ligands are attached to the protein through
stable thioether bonds. (a) DMAC-MA contains a reactive a,b-unsaturated ketone group that can act as a Michael acceptor for sulfur
nucleophiles; (b) ketone ligand DMAC-HOBt contains a reactive aHOBt leaving group that can react with sulfur nucleophiles; (c) ketone
ligands DMAK-FMK, DMAK-CMK and DMAK-BMK contain reactive ahalomethyl ketone groups that can react with sulfur nucleophiles at
their a-positions.
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that their introduction into the hydrophobic binding pocket of
the PYP-tag would result in a strong enhancement in their
uorescence intensity. This increase in uorescence would not
only enable the rate of covalent attachment of the DMAC
ligands to the PYP-tag to be easily monitored but would also
enable cell labeling studies to be carried out in vitro, with no
need to wash out excess DMAC ligand. Overall, the use of these
new DMAC ketone labeling agents would result in PYP-tag
conjugates whose DMAC-ligands were attached to the PYP-tag
through stable thioether bonds, which we anticipated would
allow PYP-tag conjugate derived fusion proteins to be used for
long-term cell imaging studies.
Synthesis and analysis of uorescent PYP-tag-DMAC
conjugates
Protein labeling reactions were carried out by incubating the
PYP-tag with DMAC-MA in HEPES buﬀer (pH 7.4) at 37  C for 1 h
and the resulting products were analysed using SDS-PAGE (see
the ESI for experimental details†). We were initially disappointed to nd that SDS-PAGE analysis did not reveal the
presence of a uorescence band expected for a labeled PYP-tag
(Fig. S1†). However, when the PYP-tag was incubated with
DMAC-HOBt, DMAC-FMK, DMAC-CMK, and DMAC-BMK in
HEPES buﬀer (pH 7.4) at 37  C for 1 h (see the ESI for experimental details†), then uorescence bands for PYP-tag conjugates were detected in the gel (Fig. S2†). The heat shock
conditions and denaturing reagents used to carry out SDS
analysis of the DMAC ketone labeled PYP-tag products indicated that their DMAC fragments were likely to be covalently
bound to the binding pocket of the PYP-tag protein (Fig. S3†).
To conrm this, the reaction product of DMAC-CMK was
digested with trypsin and the resultant cleavage products were
analysed by SDS-PAGE, which revealed a uorescence band at
a lower gel position than for the intact DMAC-CMK-labeled PYPtag (Fig. S4,† lane 4). This band corresponded to a peptide
fragment conjugated to DMAC-CMK, with reverse phase HPLC
analysis (ODS-3 column, linear gradient of acetonitrile in 0.1%
formic acid aqueous solution from 10 to 90% in 30 min)
revealing a retention time of 10.2 min (Fig. S5c†) – as compared
to free DMAC-CMK that had a retention time of 23.8 min
(Fig. S5a†). ESI-MS analysis of the uorescent fraction eluting at
10.2 min revealed that the DMAC-CMK ligand was bound to
a 14-mer peptide fragment, “DVAPCTDSPEFYGK”, whose
cysteine residue corresponded to the Cys69 residue of the PYPtag (Fig. S6†). The digestion of an unlabeled PYP-tag with
trypsin aﬀorded the corresponding unlabeled peptide fragment
with a HPLC retention time of 8.7 min (Fig. S5b and S7†).
Finally, MS/MS analyses of the ligand-bound 14-mer peptide
fragment clearly revealed molecular ion fragments that were
consistent with the DMAC-CMK ligand being covalently
attached to the peptide cysteine residue via a thioether bond
(Fig. S8†). MacroModel was then used to model the structure of
the PYP-tag covalently bound to DMAC-CMK through a thioether bond to its Cys-69 residue, which clearly revealed that the
binding pocket of the PYP-tag could sterically accommodate the
DMAC ligand (Fig. S9†).
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Photophysical characterization and cellular stability studies
of PYP-tag-DMAC conjugates
Twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) uorescence
quenching meant that DMAC ligands only exhibit weak uorescence emission in polar aqueous buﬀer (Fig. 2a–e).24,25 In
contrast, covalent attachment of these DMAC ligands to the
PYP-tag induced a signicant increase in uorescence emission, which was consistent with the DMAC ligands occupying
the hydrophobic binding pocket of the PYP-tag (Fig. 2a–e). The
labeling of PYP-tag with DMAC-MA resulted in a new absorption
peak at 398 nm with simultaneous reduction in absorbance
levels at 470 nm (Fig. S10a†). Although SDS-PAGE analysis did
not show a uorescence band corresponding to a DMAC-MAlabeled PYP-tag (Fig. S1†), changes to the uorescence and
UV/vis spectra of this ligand indicated that it had successfully
labeled the PYP-tag (Fig. 2a and S10a†). We reasoned that this
inconsistency might be due to the DMAC-MA fragment being
cleaved from the PYP-tag complex under the conditions used for
SDS-PAGE analysis. This hypothesis was validated by carrying
out UV/vis analysis of a heated sample of PYP-tag-DMAC-MA,
which gave spectra consistent with the formation of a free
DMAC-MA ligand (Fig. S10b†). A puried sample of PYP-tagDMAC-MA was subsequently isolated by gel ltration chromatography and shown to exhibit a time-dependent decrease in
absorbance at 398 and an increase in absorbance at 470 nm,
respectively (see pages S12 and S13†). This is consistent with
DMAC-MA being slowly released from the PYP-tag over time,
which presumably occurs through a relatively slow retro-
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Michael pathway (Fig. 3). Therefore, these studies conrm
that the attachment of DMAC-MA to the PYP-tag occurs via
reversible conjugate addition of the Cys69 residue of the PYPtag to the DMAC-MA ligand. The thermodynamic and kinetic
dissociation constants for this reversible Michael addition
reaction were determined to be 7.4 mM and 8.0 mM, respectively
(Fig. S12†), with the rate of forward (kon) and backward (koﬀ)
reactions found to be 40 M1 s1 and 3.2  104 s1,
respectively.
The addition of the DMAC-based methyl ketone ligands to
the PYP-tag also resulted in changes to their absorption and
emission proles, with all of the bound ligands producing
a signicant increase in their uorescence response (Fig. 2 and
S13†). The incubation of DMAC-HOBt with the PYP-tag resulted
in a 7-fold increase in uorescence aer 38 min (Fig. 2b), with
7.0 min (t1/2) required for 50% of the ligand to react with the
PYP-tag (Fig. S14†). HPLC analysis of free DMAC-HOBt that had

Reversible Michael addition of the thiol group of the Cys-69
residue of the PYP-tag to the a,b-unsaturated fragment of DMAC-MA.

Fig. 3

Fig. 2 Fluorescence spectra of DMAC ketone ligands in the absence/presence of the PYP-tag. Spectra for (a) DMAC-MA; (b) DMAC-HOBt; (c)
DMAC-FMK; (d) DMAC-BMK; (e) DMAC-CMK were obtained after the incubation of these ligands (5 mM) with the PYP-tag (10 mM) for 68 min, 38
min, 48 h, 6 min, and 12 min, respectively, during which time their ﬂuorescence intensities became saturated. The excitation wavelengths for
DMAC-MA and the DMAC-ketone ligands were 398 and 450 nm, respectively. (f) Time course of the normalized ﬂuorescence intensity of DMACCMK (5 mM) reacted with the PYP-tag (7 mM) at 494 nm (lex 450 nm). (g) Photostability of PYP-tag-DMAC-CMK and ﬂuorescein (5 mM) during
repeated light irradiation. DMAC-CMK (5 mM) and PYP-tag (10 mM) were incubated for 1 h before being irradiated, with ﬂuorescence intensity
levels were recorded every 10 min for 120 min. Excitation/emission wavelengths of 450/494 nm and 490/514 nm were used for PYP-tag-bound
DMAC-CMK and ﬂuorescein, respectively. All analyses were carried out at 37  C in 20 mM HEPES buﬀer (pH 7.4) containing 150 mM NaCl and
1.5% DMSO, except DMAC-HOBt which included 5% DMSO. The error bars in (f) and (g) denote standard deviations (n ¼ 3).
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been incubated in aqueous buﬀer (Fig. S15†) revealed that it was
unstable towards hydrolysis over time. However, both SDSPAGE and uorescence analyses indicated that the Cys69
residue of the PYP-tag could react eﬀectively with DMAC-HOBt
under aqueous conditions (Fig. S3†). The addition of DMACBMK and DMAC-CMK to the PYP-tag resulted in a 24 and 33fold increase in uorescence intensity aer 6 and 12 min,
respectively (Fig. 2d and e). However, DMAC-FMK only showed
a slow increase in uorescence indicating that it exhibits relatively slow labeling kinetics towards the PYP-tag (Fig. 2c).
Although DMAC-BMK showed rapid uorescence intensity
saturation, it was found to be unstable to storage in DMSO
solution.
The superior labeling properties, hydrolytic stability and
uorescence properties of DMAC-CMK in these PYP-tag labeling
studies (Fig. S16†) led to it being chosen as the best candidate
for further characterisation (Fig. 2e). The uorescence quantum
yields of DMAC-CMK in its free and PYP-tag bound states were
determined to be 0.008 and 0.18, respectively. The higher
quantum yield observed for bound DMAC is consistent with the
hydrophobic binding pocket of the PYP-tag enhancing the
uorescence output of the bound ligand. The t1/2 value for the
reaction of DMAC-CMK with the PYP-tag was found to be
1.4 min for PYP-tag concentrations of 5.0 and 7.0 mM, respectively (Fig. 2f), which corresponds to a second order rate
constant (k2) of 1.2  103 M1 s1 (Fig. S17†). This rate value is
similar to those of many other uorogenic probes used for
covalent protein labeling, although much higher k2 values have
been reported for some HaloTag and SNAP-tag probes12 (Table
S1†). The photostability of the DMAC-CMK ligand bound to the
PYP-tag remained constant under continuous light irradiation
(450  5 nm; 4 mW cm2) for 2 h (Fig. 2g). In contrast, the
irradiation of uorescein under these conditions resulted in
a steady decrease in uorescence (Fig. 2g), thus demonstrating
the superior photostability of the DMAC-CMK ligand. The

Chemical Science
overall specicity of DMAC-CMK for the PYP-tag was conrmed
by carrying out labeling studies of cell lysates (Fig. S18†), which
showed a strongly uorescence band for PYP-tag/DMAC-CMK,
with bands for all other cellular proteins only demonstrating
weak uorescence. We also conrmed the stability of the PYPtag/DMAC-CMK complex in the presence of competing biological thiols (Fig. S19†), with no cleavage reaction observed upon
treatment with excess glutathione (10 mM). Consequently,
given their favourable stability proles and good labeling
kinetics, DMAC-CMK and DMAC-HOBt were chosen as probes
to carry out long-time PYP-tag uorescence imaging of fusion
proteins in live cells.
Live-cell imaging studies using uorescent PYP-tag-DMAC
fusion proteins
DMAC-CMK (or DMAC-HOBt) was incubated with HEK293T
cells transfected with genes encoding PYP fused to nuclear
localization signals (PYP-NLS or MBP-PYP-NLS) and maltose
binding proteins (MBP-PYP). Fluorescence images of these cells
were obtained using a confocal laser-scanning microscope, with
uorescence being observed in the nuclei of cells expressing
PYP-NLS, whilst cells expressing MBP-PYP showed uorescence
in their cytoplasm (Fig. 4a). Untransfected cells, or cells transfected with an empty vector, did not exhibit any uorescence
(Fig. 4a, lower row). DMAC-HOBt could also be used for specic
uorescence labeling of MBP-PYP-NLS in the nuclei (Fig. 4b).
These images clearly demonstrate that DMAC-CMK and DMACHOBt can freely cross the cell membrane to produce highly
selective no-wash images of intracellular PYP-tag proteins with
good uorescence contrast. WST-assays of HEK293T cells that
had been incubated with DMAC-CMK (2 mM) and DMAC-HOBt
(2 mM) for 1 or 12 h revealed that they were not cytotoxic, with
no diﬀerence in cell viability observed when compared to
untreated cells (Fig. 4c–f). Time-lapse imaging of PYP-NLS was
used to evaluate the rate of intracellular labeling of the PYP-tag

Fig. 4 (a) Images of HEK293T cells transfected with plasmids encoding PYP-NLS (top row), MBP-PYP (middle row) and an empty vector (lower
row) after incubation with DMAC-CMK (200 nM) for 8 min. (b) Images of HEK293T cells transfected with plasmids encoding MBP-PYP-NLS (left
column) and an empty vector (right column) after incubation with DMAC-HOBt (5 mM) for 60 min. lex/em ¼ 473/490–590 nm. Scale bar: 20 mm.
(c–f). Cell viabilities of DMAC-CMK (top) and DMAC-HOBt (below) determined using HEK293T cells in a 96 well plate (40 000 cells per well) that
were incubated with a 2 mM probe for 1 h (c and e) or 12 h (d and f) before WST-assay analysis was carried out. Data acquired using three
independent experiments with values reported as mean values SD.
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(a) Time-lapse live-cell imaging of PYP-NLS using DMAC-CMK
in HEK293T cells. Images were recorded at 1 min intervals after the
addition of DMAC-CMK (200 nM). (b) Plot of the average ﬂuorescence
intensities of DMAC-CMK against incubation time for the images
shown in (a) (N ¼ 4). lex/em ¼ 473/490–590 nm. Scale bar: 20 mm.
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Fig. 5

aer the addition of DMAC-CMK to cells in vitro (Fig. 5), with
the nuclei becoming uorescent aer 1 min and a maximal
uorescence response achieved aer 5 min. We noticed that
DMAC-CMK tends to rapidly pass through the cell membrane
and accumulate inside cells (Fig. S20†). The reaction kinetics
and the intracellular accumulation of DMAC-CMK enable rapid
labeling of PYP-fused proteins with DMAC-CMK with no need to
carry out cell washing to remove excess probe, thus allowing any
cell imaging studies to be commenced immediately aer probe
addition. The intracellular kinetics of the PYP labeling process
were more rapid than many other uorogenic probes used as
covalent protein tags and comparable to that of the widely used
HaloTag probe26 (Table S1†). The excellent in vitro photostability
of the DMAC-CMK ligand bound to the PYP-tag in cellular
systems was demonstrated by carrying out multiple irradiations
of PYP-NLS-DMAC-CMK in living U2OS cells using a confocal
laser scanning microscope (473 nm; 12.5 mW cm2, measured
using a Hioki 3664 optical power meter and Hioki 9742-10
optical sensor; sampling speed: 2.0 ms per pixel) (Fig. S21†).
Repeated imaging of these cells (1000 times) resulted in only
a 15% decrease in the nuclear uorescence intensity of the
bound DMAC uorophore over the course of 1000 irradiations.
This compares favourably with the irradiation of U2OS cells
containing AcFCANB-bound PYP-NLS (a uorescein PYP-taglabeled probe), whose nuclear uorescence was decreased by
39% under the same multiple irradiation conditions. We also
conducted similar photostability experiments using EGFP. In
comparison with EGFP, the PYP-DMAC-CMK complex also
showed higher photostability (Fig. S22†). 24 hour cell imaging
experiments of actively dividing DMAC-CMK/PYP-NLS cells
(Fig. S23†) were then carried out, which revealed that DMACPYP-NLS remained intact throughout the mitosis process, as
shown by the presence of uorescence signals in the nuclei of
daughter cells aer cell division. These results clearly demonstrate that DMAC-CMK can be used to rapidly label PYP-tag
proteins in living cells to aﬀord stable uorescent protein–

3698 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 3694–3701

Fig. 6 Live-cell imaging studies: (a) U2OS cells expressing an empty
vector; (b) U2OS cells expressing HA-PYP-hTRF2; (c) expansion of the
square region of (b). Images recorded after the addition of DMAC-CMK
(2 mM; 30 min incubation). lex/em ¼ 473/490–590 nm. Scale bar: 20
mm.

ligand conjugates whose cellular locations can be monitored
over long periods of time.
Live-cell imaging of the telomere binding protein TRF2
We then demonstrated that the DMAC-CMK/PYP-tag construct
could be used for intracellular imaging of TRF2 (Telomeric
repeat binding factor 2), which is a key telomere binding
protein involved in maintaining telomere integrity and repairing DNA.27–30 A plasmid encoding a HA-PYP-hTRF2 fusion
protein was rst constructed and its expression in U2OS cells
was conrmed by western blot analysis (Fig. S24†). Live-cell
imaging of U2OS cells was carried out by transiently expressing HA-PYP-hTRF2 in the presence of DMAC-CMK (Fig. 6 and
S25†), which revealed the presence of uorescent proteins in
two distinct cellular locations – the nucleoli (Fig. 6c, white
triangles) and the nucleoplasm (Fig. 6c, yellow triangles). The
appearance of uorescence in the nucleoli is consistent with the
presence of non-telomeric TRF2 in the nucleolus,31–33 whilst the
discrete uorescent dots in the nucleoplasm correspond to
telomeric TRF2.31,32 These imaging results suggest that photostable DMAC-CMK may be a useful ligand for visualising/
tracking a wide range of diﬀerent PYP-tag fused proteins in
cellular systems, thus providing a uorescence reporting
mechanism to probe their spatiotemporal roles in diﬀerent
cellular pathways.

Conclusions
New photostable DMAC ketone ligands have been developed
that enable PYP-tag proteins to be selectively functionalised
through the formation of stable covalent thioether bonds. The
labeling of the PYP-tag with these weakly uorescent DMAC
ligands aﬀords highly stable uorescent PYP-tag-DMAC conjugates that can be used for long term cellular visualisation

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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studies. The best DMAC-CMK probe enabled rapid no wash
labeling of the PYP-tag, with the remarkable stability of its PYPtag conjugates due to the formation of a strong thioether bond
between the Cys69 residue of the PYP-tag and the DMAC ligand.
The potential of using this no wash uorescent labeling PYPtag-DMAC system to visualise dividing cells undergoing
mitosis and for imaging a PYP-tag fused telomere binding
protein bound to chromatin in cell nuclei has been demonstrated. We believe that the cellular stability and photostability
of these uorescent DMAC-CMK/PYP-tag fusion proteins
provide an excellent tool to enable their spatiotemporal location
in complex biological systems to be tracked.

Chemical Science
standard PCR techniques. This amplied gene was then
cleaved with ClaI and EcoRI and the resultant sequence
attached to a similarly cleaved plasmid, pcDNA-HA-PYPmCherry, to give the gene pcDNA-HA-PYP-hTRF2. DNA
sequencing was then carried out to conrm that all the genes
had been correctly inserted into the plasmid.
Preparation of the protein (PYP-tag)
The PYP-tag was expressed in BL21 (DE3) and puried as reported previously,16 with its size and purity evaluated by SDSPAGE analysis. The puried protein was dissolved in 20 mM
HEPES buﬀer (pH 7.4) containing 150 mM NaCl before being
ash-frozen in liquid N2 and stored at 80  C.

Experimental procedures
Materials and instruments

Fluorescence spectroscopy

High purity chemicals were purchased from Tokyo Chemical
Industries, Sigma-Aldrich Co., Kishida Chemical Co. and
Wako Pure Chemical Industries and used without further
purication. Enzymes used to carry out genetic engineering
studies were purchased from Takara Bio and New England
Biolabs. Synthetic oligonucleotides were purchased from
Invitrogen or Greiner Bio-One. ESI-MS spectra were recorded
using a WATERS 2695 mass spectrometer. High-resolution
mass spectra (HRMS) were recorded using a JEOL JMS-700.
NMR spectra (Bruker Ascend 500 (500 MHz for 1H and 125
MHz for 13C NMR)) were recorded using tetramethylsilane as
an internal standard. Silica gel, BW-300 (Fuji Silysia Chemical
Ltd.), was used for normal phase column chromatography.
Reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RPHPLC) purication was conducted using an Inertsil ODS-3
column (4.6 or 10.0 mm  250 mm, GL-Science, Inc.). The
PYP-tag was puried by size exclusion chromatography using
a Superdex 75 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare Life
Sciences) connected to an ÄKTA explorer system (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) or an NGC Chromatography System (BioRad). Fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Hitachi
F7000 spectrometer with a photomultiplier voltage of 700 V.
Absorption spectra were recorded using a JASCO V-650 spectrometer. Ligands were dissolved in DMSO (biochemical
grade, Wako) and then diluted to the desired concentration
using buﬀer prior to use. Fluorescence bands in SDS PAGE
gels were visualised using an AE 6935B VISIRAYS-B (ATTO Co)
illuminator, with gels stained using Coomassie Brilliant Blue
(CBB). Fluorescent live-cell images were obtained using
a confocal laser-scanning microscope (Olympus FLUOVIEW
FV10i, 60 lens) or a uorescence microscope (KEYENCE, BZX700, 40 lens).

An excitation wavelength of 398 nm was used to record the
uorescence spectra of DMAC-MA, with the uorescence
spectra of DMAC ketone derivatives recorded at 450 nm using
an ex/em slit width of 2.5/2.5 nm. The relative uorescence
quantum yields of DMAC-CMK were determined using a 0.1 N
NaOH solution of uorescein.34

Plasmid construction
pcDNA-PYP-NLS, pcDNA-MBP-PYP-NLS and pcDNA-MBP-PYP
plasmids were constructed as described previously.33 The
primers
50 -TAGGCGTGTACGGTGGGA-30 /50 -CTTGCCAAA
CCTACAGGT-30 were used to transform pLPC-NMYC-TRF2
(gi from Titia de Lange (Addgene plasmid # 16066)) into
pcDNA-HA-PYP-hTRF2 and hTRF2 (1-1548) genes using

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Kinetic analyses of protein labeling reactions
The second-order rate constant for the reaction of DMAC-CMK
and the PYP-tag was obtained using the following method. The
probe was rst reacted with an excess PYP-tag and the uorescence intensity of the reaction was monitored (excitation at
450 nm, emission at 494 nm, and slit width of 5 nm) over time.
Fluorescence intensity values were then transformed into
labeled fractions using the following equation:
[Labeled fraction] ¼ (Ft  F0)/(Fmax  F0)
where Ft, Fmax, and F0 represent the observed, maximum and
initial uorescence intensities, respectively.
The pseudo-rst-order rate constant, kobs, was obtained by
tting the uorescence data to the following equation:
[Labeled fraction] ¼ 1  exp(kobst)

The pseudo-rst-order rate constant was then plotted against
the protein concentration and the plot was then tted using the
following equation to obtain the second-order-rate constant, k2:
kobs ¼ k2[PYP-tag]

Measurement of the equilibrium constant of DMAC-MA for
the labeling of the PYP-tag using a uorescence titration
experiment
The uorescence intensities of DMAC-MA at 456 nm (lex 398
nm) were plotted against diﬀerent concentrations of the PYPtag. The thermodynamic equilibrium constant was then obtained by tting the uorescence data to the following equation:
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 3694–3701 | 3699
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Y ¼ Imin þ ðImax  Imin Þ  ðKd þ probeconc þ PYPconc Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 ðKd þ probeconc þ PYPconc Þ2  4  probeconc  PYPconc 2
probeconc
where Imin and Imax ¼ the minimum and maximum uorescence intensities, respectively; probeconc ¼ the concentration of
the probe used; PYPconc ¼ concentration of PYP used.
Time course uorescence intensities at 456 nm (lex 398 nm)
for the labeling reaction of DMAC-MA with diﬀerent concentrations of the PYP-tag were monitored to obtain an observed
rate constant (kobs). These kobs values were then plotted as
a function of PYP-tag concentration, which enabled the kinetic
dissociation constant (Kd) to be calculated using the following
equations:
kobs ¼ koff + kon  PYPconc
and,
Kd ¼ koff/kon

Cell viability
A WST-assay was used to evaluate cell viability in the presence of
DMAC-CMK and DMAC-HOBt. HEK293T cells were incubated
with DMAC-CMK or DMAC-HOBt (2 mM in each case) at 37  C
for 1 h (or 12 h) in a 96 well plate (40 000 cells per well). These
cells were then washed three times with HBSS followed by
addition of DMEM (90 mL) and WST (10 mL) before being further
incubated at 37  C for 1 h. The treated cells were then analysed
using a plate reader to monitor their absorption at 450 nm.
Fluorescence imaging of proteins in living cells
The transfection of HEK293T or U2OS cells with pcDNA-PYPNLS, pcDNA-MBP-PYP, pcDNA-MBP-PYP-NLS, or pcDNA-HAPYP-hTRF2 was conducted using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) in accordance with the manufacturer's manual. The
resultant cells were incubated at 37  C for 24 h and then washed
twice with HBSS. The cells were then incubated with DMACCMK or DMAC-HOBt in DMEM for an appropriate time, followed by imaging using a confocal laser-scanning microscope
employing an excitation frequency of 473 nm. Time-lapse
imaging experiments were carried out by acquiring uorescence images of PYP-NLS-expressing cells treated with DMACCMK derivatives over a specied period of time.
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